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Spiral Wrap Polyethylene
Black UVB 0.50 O.D.
SPIRAL50

$0.79
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Short Description
Flexible Nylon Spiral Wrap is a Strong Harness for cables, cords, and wires. For use to bundle small cables
around your case and give a consistent color look!
UV Black Spiral Wrap is a flexible harness used to better manage cables, wires, and cords when forming
bundled installations. The open sheath sides allow wires to break through for better install options, such as
routing in different directions. The strong nylon or polyethylene materials don’t easily break, and protects
from abrasion, vibration, and even temperature differences. The spiral wrap harness is a great way to
improve the appearance, provide support, and vary installations in many types of environments and
applications.
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Description
Flexible Nylon Spiral Wrap is a Strong Harness for cables, cords, and wires. For use to bundle small cables
around your case and give a consistent color look!
UV Black Spiral Wrap is a flexible harness used to better manage cables, wires, and cords when forming
bundled installations. The open sheath sides allow wires to break through for better install options, such as
routing in different directions. The strong nylon or polyethylene materials don’t easily break, and protects
from abrasion, vibration, and even temperature differences. The spiral wrap harness is a great way to
improve the appearance, provide support, and vary installations in many types of environments and
applications.

Features
Features:
Spiral wrap has a forward cut
Choose from Polyethylene or Nylon material
Polyethylene Nylon protects up to 215 degrees F
Protects up to 200 degrees F
Available in natural nylon & UV Black
Black Spiral Wrap is UV resistant, can be used outdoors
Can be used to wrap audio/visual cables, automotive wires and cables
Protects and disguises installations
Additional colors/materials available (special order)
Sizes range from .063 inches to 7 inches diameter

Specifications
Specifications:
Material: Polyethylene
Color: Black UVB
Diameter: 0.250" O.D.
Bundle Diameter: 0.187 - 2.00"
Temperature rating: -35°C to 73°C (-30°F to 165° F).
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Additional Information
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SKU

SPIRAL50

Weight

0.1000

Color

Black

Wire Management Type

Spiral Wrap

Material

Polyethylene

Size

1/2"

Length

12"
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